
70° VERTICAL HE MOUSE 
Battery free wireless model 
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70° Vertical HE mouse: minimises RSI 
The Vertical HE Mouse has a 70° vertical grip which provides a neutral, relaxed 
position of the hand and wrist. You move from the forearm instead of your wrist, 
which fights RSI. The mouse fits comfortably in your hand, and supports your wrist 
and fingers. In standard size Vertical HE 70° comes right and left handed and wired 
and wireless. Also sized for the larger hand in right hand only wired and wireless. 4 
buttons and scroll wheel on every model. Buttons can be customised to your 
personal needs. Large model has DPI switch and speed guide on the face. 

 

 
Choose the size mouse for you: 
To get the right size of mouse for best fit, measure from the top of the middle finger 
to the crease where the wrist meets the hand; (see the blue line in the hand picture 

at the left:  Medium size for up to 185mmmm; Large Size 
for over 185mm. If borderline try the smaller size.  

Product size:  Medium 105mm long x 83mm wide x 76mm high: Large 110mm long x 
93mm wide x 79mm high. Compatibility:  Windows, Mac, Linux. 

 Award Winning Design;  The ergonomic shape gives a grip like an ordinary mouse but the pronation which varies individually between 60 and 
70 degrees eliminates the crossover of the ulna and radius forearm bones thus providing relaxation for the arm and fingers; t he “repose” 
position. The feel good feature comes from a soft rubber coating grip with a silica gel scroll wheel and specially designed finger support and 
thumb slot. 

 

Specifications;          NOTE;   The wireless models have a 
recharge lead so DO NOT need batteries. 
                Wired    Wireless 
 Cable length 1600mm lead           Battery Li-Ion USB recharge  
4 buttons plus scroll                           4 buttons plus scroll 
USB plug. Plug and play           Plug and play 
Resolution;  
Medium 800-1600-2400-3200       Medium 800-1200-1600 
Large     500-1000-1800-2500        Large 500-1000-1800-2500 

 

Code  20HELR  Mouse 70° Vertical HE Wired Large Right Hand  
Code  20HELRW Mouse 70° Vertical HE Wireless Large Right Hand  
Code  20HEMR  Mouse 70° Vertical HE Wired Medium Right Hand  
Code  20HEMRW Mouse 70° Vertical HE Wireless Medium Right Hand  
Code  20HEML  Mouse 70° Vertical HE Wired Medium Left Hand  
Code  20HEMLW Mouse 70° Vertical HE Wireless Medium Left Hand 
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